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ABSTRACT 

A variety of daily objects around us are made of mechanisms like gears, chains,              
cams, and shafts, with some examples like the chain in the bicycle and the gears in a                 
wristwatch. These mechanisms may spoil sometimes and need to be fixed. The owner             
needs to know what these mechanisms are used for, to identify the problem and correct               
it. However, most of the secondary school students we surveyed do not know about              
their purposes. This project serves to teach these students about the uses of the              
different mechanisms used in engineering through building a toy automaton and           
displaying its mechanisms that power its movements, as well as designing a poster that              
further elaborates the mechanisms’ purposes in detail.  

INTRODUCTION 

To evaluate the necessity of our project, we surveyed 29 secondary two students             
to test their knowledge in the different mechanisms used in these engineering products.             
They could choose to leave the question blank if they did not know the answer. The                
results of the survey showed that most of them did not know about the purposes of the                 
mechanisms: 

 

 



 

 
As the answers are mostly incorrect and inaccurate, it shows that the students do              

not have much knowledge of the uses of these mechanisms. Therefore, as it is              
important for them to be aware of it, we have made a toy in the form of an automaton                   
that displays its mechanisms. As they play with it, they can simultaneously study the              
mechanisms that are powering it and have an idea of what they do. We have also made                 
a poster that gives an in-depth explanation of the different mechanisms, so users will              
understand them more thoroughly.  
 

An automaton is a moving toy that by spinning a crank, certain instructions are              
performed. It is made of different mechanisms such as a crank, shafts, gears, and              
cams. It displays the mechanisms to the user so they can see what is powering the                

movements. This picture is an example of       
an automaton: 
 

When the crank is turned, the crankshaft       
spins, causing the cam to spin, moving       
the monster up and down.  
 

We decided to use the idea of an        
automaton to teach the users. Due to it        
being a physical toy, it would entertain       
them as they are occupied with spinning       
the crankshaft and watching its     
movements below. Therefore, we feel     

using an automaton to convey our ideas is the best way to keep the audience engaged,                
allowing them to stay productive in their learning.  

 



 

SOLUTION DESIGN 

We decided to design and fabricate our toy automaton to teach the users the              
functions of the different mechanisms in engineering. Our Automaton is mostly made of             
wood, while we also used the school’s 3D printers to 3D print the gears used as seen in                  
the picture below: 

 
When the crank is turned, the three buildings at the back that resembles             

skyscrapers will rise and fall; the boat will move in the path, and the ferris wheel on the                  
right will spin. We have decided to choose a scene along the Singapore River so that                
our users can relate to it better and thus enjoy it more.  
 

We have decided to use a twin crankshaft mechanism to power two layers .              
These photos below shows the twin crankshaft mechanisms: 

 
 

When the crank is turned, the two brown gears at the back will turn, therefore               
spinning both shafts. The cams on the second layer power the skyscrapers rising and              
falling; the two gears in the first layer allow the ferris wheel to be set up and spin; the                   
two bevel gears will power the boat using another mechanism.  

 



 

 
While building the automaton, we encountered a few problems along the way.            

The first problem was that the gears would move about their positions due to the lack of                 
friction between the gears and the shaft. When they move around, they will not be               
connected to the other gear, therefore the whole mechanism will be affected and will not               
work. Therefore, we decided to 3D print the gears differently, including a thicker layer in               
the middle, as shown in the picture below. This increases friction between the gear and               
the shaft, so the gears are less likely to move out of their desired positions.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Next, we used the mechanism below to power the boat: 
 

 

 



 

 
4 bevel gears interlock with each other to transmit rotary motion from the             

horizontal crankshaft to the blue vertical shafts. The vertical shafts have a stopper on              
them to prevent the bevel gears from slipping down and away from their positions. This               

is seen in an enlarged picture below: 
 

This is one of the two identical       
mechanisms used in the boat. The blue       
gear is glued to the bevel gear, which is         
interlocking with another bevel gear, so      
the blue gear will spin when the bevel        
gears spin. Its position is confirmed by the        
stopper above it, which is glued to the        
blue shaft, therefore the gear’s position      
will be fixed.  
 

A black chain is interlocked with both       
blue gears, and will continuously rotate      
horizontally when the two gears are      
rotating. A boat is fixed on the chain        
through the use of two sticks glued onto        
the chain, so it appears that the boat is         
moving in its path when the crank is        

turned. 
 

Another problem faced at this stage was to fix this mechanism in its place, as it is                 
difficult to fix a platform that is ‘floating in mid air’. Therefore, we decided to put a stand                  
in its place to fix its position. Lots of trial and error was carried out to find the perfect                   
position where it both interlocks with the bevel gear and does not touch and get in the                 
way of other mechanisms. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Finally, we made the cover of the automaton, as seen in this picture:  
 

 
 

We had to cut the wood in openings where the skyscrapers rise and fall, the path                
of the boat, and below the ferris wheel. By working closely with the SRC laboratory               
assistants, Mdm Chua and Mdm Foo, we were able to cut it open at the desired                
locations. After doing that, we painted the cover and added artificial grass along the              
roads, before nailing it on top of the automaton. 
 

The last problem we faced was the path of the boat was cut too small, so the                 
boat would constantly rub against the corners while moving. Therefore, we carefully            
filed off layers of the path until it was wide enough for the boat to move without any                  
hindrance.  
 

We created a poster to help users playing with our automaton to further             
understand the different parts of the automaton. Our poster included the functions of the              
different parts used in our automaton, some parts include, crankshaft, cams, gears and             
chain. This poster will be useful if the user is unsure of a specific part of our automaton.                  
One problem we faced when making the poster is that there are some parts with a                
technical term and the users with not be able to identify the part in out automaton. This                 
might confuse them or even cause a misconception. Therefore, we decided to colour             
code the different parts and mechanisms so that our users can easily identify the parts. 

CONCLUSION 

We conducted another test among 34 other students to test the effectiveness of             
our automaton and poster in teaching them the purpose of the different mechanisms             
used in engineering. We asked them about the purposes of these mechanisms before             
viewing our products, before showing them a video of the automaton at work, as well as                

 



 

a picture of the poster teaching them the various purposes. We then tested their              
understanding after viewing our products. These are the results of their knowledge            
before viewing our products: 
 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 
The answers show a majority of these students do not know about these             

mechanisms prior to viewing our poster. Those who knew also did not give accurate              
answers. They were given the poster and the video of our automaton to view after that,                
and a multiple-choice test was given to assess how much they learnt from our products.               
These are the following results: 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 
A large majority of students were able to get the correct answers, showing that              

they mostly understood the mechanisms’ purposes. Therefore, our project was helpful           
in teaching them about the various uses of mechanisms used in engineering.  
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